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Abstract
This paper discusses the roles of teacher beliefs in classroom practices in ELT
and the potential factors that construct beliefs held by teachers. With the
development of cognitive psychology, a new insight towards the roles of
teachers has been emerged. They are now seen as individuals who bring their
own beliefs about their preferences in classroom practices. Whether their
classroom practices are successful or not is something needs to be explored.
Teachers need to actively ensure the extent to which the achievement of their
teaching through reflection. Since teacher beliefs have a determinat role in
classroom practices, it is also noteworthy to explore what factors that
influence teacher beliefs. In this paper, the definition of teacher beliefs, the
factors constructing beliefs, and their roles in classroom practices will be
elucidated deliberately. Besides, several implications for improving the
quality of
classroom practices will be offered. By understanding the
roles of beliefs and their relation to classroom practices as well as the factors
that construct them, teachers can help themselves to evaluate their beliefs, do
reflection towards their teaching, and to learn finding the best ways of
conducting further practices in ELT.
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INTRODUCTION
Since 1970s, the
educational researchers. The development of cognitive psychology in the last 30 years has
found that
has a close relation to their actual behavior (Borg, 2009;
Zheng, 2013; Rashidi & Moghadam, 2014) that inspired the new insight toward the role of
teachers. They are seen as individuals who brings their own beliefs into the classroom
(Williams & Burdern, 1997) that play an active role in instructional preferences (Borg,
2009). The fact that what teachers know and believe affect their classroom practices has
also been investigated by the mainstream body of research (Borg, 2001; Zheng, 2013). In
specific, it reveals that beliefs influenced classroom decision-making (Kennedy, 1999) and
teaching-learning process (Xu, 2012). Some research also examine teacher beliefs toward
new teaching models (Mak, 2011) and new curriculum (Tanja, 2011; Zheng, 2013). Beliefs
and practices about their subject matter (Johnson, 1992), the use of ICT (Mcintyre, 2011),
learners (Borg & Al-Busaidi, 2012) and in ELT (Richards, et al., 2001; Szestay, 2004; Lee,
2008; Ferede, et al., 2012; Khanalizadeh & Allami, 2012; Melketo, 2012; Akbari &
Youran, 2013; Larenas, et.al, 2013; Shulin, 2013; Zheng, 2013; Nhapulo, 2014; Rashidi &
Moghadam, 2014; Mellati, et a., 2015) have also been explored. These plenty of research
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believe

what they know, think, and
have greater impact to classroom practices.
Considering the roles of teacher beliefs in classroom practices, it is also important

Some of the researchers claimed that early learning experiences have great impact on
Mellati, et al.,
2014). In particular, Williams and Burden (1997: 56) state that beliefs are constructed from
the interaction among teachers, students, and classroom context. Borg (2003) also explains
that teacher beliefs, namely schooling experiences, professional coursework, classroom
practices, and contextual factors. The research has indicated that knowing such factors help
teachers as well as educational researchers to investigate why certain beliefs can exist. In
turn, they can be valuable information for teachers to reflect on their practices by tracking
teacher beliefs and their sources, and to improve the quality of their teaching.
In relation to explore this issue, hence, this paper discusses the roles of beliefs in
s as well as the factors constructing beliefs. Particularly, the
definition of beliefs and the relationship between beliefs and classroom practices are
elucidated. The influential factors that may construct beliefs are also worth explaining.
Besides, this paper offers some implications for
.
DEFINITION OF TEACHER BELIEFS
Researchers investigating teacher beliefs have different ways in defining the
concept of beliefs. Researchers have argued that the concept of beliefs are difficult to
define and evaluate (Xu, 2012; Melketo, 2012) because belief system is complex. An
extensive research review in the area of teacher beliefs was held by British educationist
Pajares (1992). He even
because of the dificulty of in studying teacher beliefs. In ordert to define teacher beliefs,
therefore it is important to see the characteristics of beliefs.
Teacher beliefs are grown wit
s. According to Borg (2001), beliefs
are mental states that have their content of proposition which are accepted as true by the
person holding it. In other words, they refer to unobservable behavior and function as
evaluative judgments and the truths. Further, teacher beliefs are defined as what teachers
make sense of the world around them, particularly regarding the views about education and
how these views themselves come to be shaped (Williams & Burdern, 1997: 53). These
collections of views that teachers have become concepts in their minds and are further
conceptions. From the view of constructivism, beliefs are s
self-construction (Richards, et al., 2001) as it is believed that individuals have their own
process in understanding phenomena. Using another term, Borg (2009: 1) states that
, and believe in relation to their work. In
this case, beliefs as parts of teacher cognition include teacher knowledge and personal
opinion. All in all, teacher beliefs are collections of knowledge, views, and personal
theories conceptualizing their work that grow within
s which they accept as
true.
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because teacher beliefs are shaped based on interactive process between teacher and
students, and the experiences teacher has in the classrooms (Williams & Burden, 1997:
53). It is in line with Farrell (2006) that mentions beliefs are developed within such
interactions
s career. Meanwhile, Borg (2003) explains that beliefs are
always being affected by classroom practices. It indicates that the process will always
classroom
practices.
Beliefs are divided into two on the basis of whether they are viewed as stable or
unstable. When certain beliefs seem to lead them to conduct successful practices, they may
tend to hold beliefs continuously (Fives & Buehl, 2012). These beliefs may be more
resistant to change. If teachers experience innovations and various conditions which prove
helpful and successful, there is prossibility of alternative beliefs appear (Richards, et al.,
2001). Such experiences mediate teachers to change their beliefs. To conclude, the stability
of beliefs may be depend whether there is any intervention (innovations, certain contexts,
practice) that either mediate or hinder teachers to hold their prior beliefs.
Based on the above discussion, there are several points to highlight in defining
beliefs
ions or personal theories,
attitudes and judgments which they accepts as true related to their work. Second, beliefs
Moreover, beliefs can be
stable or untable depending on the intervention teachers face. These points can be used as
the basis in defining the concept of beliefs.
FACTORS CONSTRUCTING BELIEFS
When investigating teacher beliefs, it is important to explore from where beliefs are
rooted. The sources of beliefs become the influential factors that construct beliefs. These
sources are believed to have contribution
-construction since the beginning
of early life
2014). Tracking such factors will provide a clearer understanding of why certain beliefs are
held by teachers.
The first factor constructing teacher beliefs is their early life experiences. Such
experiences were obtained from actions and interactions with people surround them
(Mellati, et al., 2014) in childhood. Their cognition start developing at this stage. Probably
the most influential persons are parents as they are the ones who nurture children as also
claimed by Xu (2012) that beliefs are a product of upbringing. Parents brings views and
values which stem from their culture that construct their early beliefs.
T
is also claimed as the factors that contribute
to shape teacher beliefs. The prior learning experiences can give early description of
anything related to teaching and learning. During schooling, they were observing teachers
who taught them. Their knowledge mostly develop on the basis of what they get from
schools. Consequently, early learning experiences at schools can give powerful influence
in teacher beliefs (Richards, et al., 2001; Borg, 2009). As a result, it is worth noting that
s at present might give influential contribution in constructing
beliefs of their learners when they grow up.
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Another
professional development (Borg, 2003; Fives & Buehl,
2012) . This refers to any activities that a teacher does to improve the professionalism,
such as attending workshops or seminars, joining professional organization related to their
works, sharing ideas to colleagues, etc. This source of beliefs may contribute
2003) as they are
learning source. Teachers can explore and discover new
knowledge which are relevant to their practices through professional development
(Richards, et al., 2001). The knowledge that teachers obtain through professional
development can influence the development of their beliefs. New knowledge can be
adju
changed.
s also can be the potential factors that
construct teacher beliefs. Beliefs leads teachers to decide what instructional choices they
have to make, and how their instructions should be implemented (Pajares, 1992; Borg,
s (Rashidi & Moghadam, 2014). In
general, teachers may experience taking a look back what was happening during their
practice in the classroom. Somehow they may find out that their practices seemed
seccussful. The other days, their practices are somehow just quite unsuccessful. Teachers
might prefer to not put much care on it. However, the teachers who do such reflection
toward their practices might find it helpful when they need to seek the sources of problems
and how to handle them. Such reflection might let teachers learn from their own teaching
experiences. The results of reflection becomes new information to teachers processed in
their cognition. Once beliefs have developed based on the information, the further practices
may change. This is what has been claimed by Farrell (2006) that practices may lead
teachers to reconstruct their existing beliefs if there is such reflection conducted by
teachers. There is no reflection; there is no learning and there is no knowledge processing
that lead the development of beliefs.

knowledge they get from experiencing any activities related to professional development,
and finally their experiences from their classroom practices are the potential factors
constructing beliefs. It is the experiences that brings knowledge to teachers so that they can
process and restructure their existing cognition which may influence the constructs of their
beliefs. Exploring such factors underlying the construct of beliefs will ease the
understanding of why teachers believe and behave in certain ways, and find out the ways
out to reconstruct their existing beliefs if their practices are not on the right track.
ROLES OF TEACHER BELIEFS IN CLASSROOM PRACTICES
Beliefs play active roles
s. In an interview with Borg
(Birello, 2012), he explained that when streching back to 40 years ago, teacher educational
programs attempted to program teachers to behave in a way that led them to effective
learning. Yet, it seemed difficult because the teachers had their own personal ideas,
preferences, and decisions. It is obvious that beneath behavior, there are knowledge and
beliefs held by teachers that they believe as the truth ones (Borg, 2012). Educational
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researchers (Pajares, 1992; Williams & Burden, 1997: 63; Kennedy, 1999; Borg, 2001;
Borg, 2009; Tanja, 2011; Fives & Buehl, 2012; Larenas, 2014;) who investigate in the area
of teacher education agree with the essential roles of beliefs in classroom practice. Beliefs
can be filters in perceiving new information, the basis in terms of conceptualizing problems
related to their work, and be reference in conducting classroom practice.
Among these researchers, Five and Buehl (2012) can specifically elucidate the
mechanisms and processes of engaging roles of beliefs i
According to Five and Buehl (2012), there are three indentified roles of beliefs in
classroom practice. Beliefs serve as filters to interpretation, frames for defining problems,
and guides or standards for actions.

Experiences
Life, Education, Professional Development

Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Beliefs act as filter, frames, or guides (Fives & Buehl, 2012)

The first role of beliefs is as filters which are related to practice by the manner in
which affect how teachers interpret new information and experience. New information and
program/schools, and professional development activities. It is in line with Williams and
Burden (1997: 53) that state beliefs have function to help teachers make sense of the world,
persuade how new information is perceived, and how finally it is accepted or rejected. If
new information is congruent with their prior beliefs or it brings innovations which seem
helpful and successful, teachers may accept them as the alternative beliefs (Richards, et al.,
2001) and finally adjust their prior knowledge with the new ones. Nevertheless, teachers
may reject information if they do not see as relevant for their classroom practice.
Beliefs also serves as frames in the ways in which beliefs are functioned to define a
problem or task. It occurs once teachers extract information from environment through
belief filters (Fives & Buehl, 2012). Beliefs then continue to play a role on serving teachers
to conceptualize or understand their work or problem they face (Borg, 2001). They become
personal theories of teachers (Williams & Burden, 1997: 53; Richards, et al., 2001). They
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are used by teachers as a reference of any decision-making and instructional choices
teachers make (Larennas, et al., 2014). At the same time, they can be evaluative judgments
toward certain aspects such as teaching approach, strategies, materials, and classroom
context. They lead teachers to have collection of views about which teaching approach,
strategies, and materials are helpful to solve problems in their classroom practice within
certain contexts.
After the problem is defined, the next stage is set for beliefs to guide action. This
guiding role of beliefs is linked
-efficacy beliefs. In Five and
Buehl (2012),
execute courses of action which is needed achieve a specific instructional objective or task
within a particular context. These beliefs are seen as motivational constructs that guide
teachers to reach their goals and face any challenges. Similar to this view, a Proffesor of
Psychology from University of Massachusetts Ajzen (1991), in his Theory of Planned
Behavior explains the actual behavior will be achieved depending on intention (individual
motivation to conduct intended action). However, Ajzen (1991) also adds another aspect
that is worth considering, namely non-volitional factors (e.g. time, money,classroom size,
contextual factors in Borg (2003). These factors can either mediate or hinder teachers to
perform their intended practices. If the context meets
then teachers may have greater self-efficacy or intention to perform their intended practice.
In contrast, their self-efficacy may become weaker if they see that the context in which
they are teaching are not fully suppor
-efficacy
beliefs and contexts are interplay in guiding teachers to conduct their intended practices.
All in all, there are three roles of beliefs in classroom practice. Firstly, they act as
filters to perceive new information to their cognitive system; accept it or reject it. These
beliefs may be oriented to beliefs about the nature of language, the nature of teaching and
learning, students roles, teacher roles, etc. Secondly, they can also act as frames to
conceptualize problems they face. They may help teachers in planning, reflections, and
practice. These beliefs may refer to beliefs about the subject matter being taught, teaching
approach and strategies, and ideal context for classroom setting. Thirdly, beliefs serve as
motivational constructs as sobeliefs
are interplay with context in classroom setting to determine whether they mediate or hinder
teachers performing their intended practices that they believe as the successful ones. They
process in a systematic and cyclical way as the actual practice will in turn become
IMPLICATIONS FOR BETTER PRACTICES
It has been mentioned that the roles of teacher beliefs are prominent since beliefs
underlies any decisions, choices, and actions for their classroom practices. It becomes a
matter because teacher beliefs may lead them to successful teaching and learning or to
unsuccessful ones. With the emergence of educational innovations in ELT research that
always be discovered, there are plenty of new helpful information to improve quality of
teaching. Nonetheless, teachers may hardly accept new information if their existing beliefs
are not consistent with the information. Changing teacher beliefs and practices are not
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something can be done immediately. Teachers may need to readjust or change their beliefs
to match the principles promoted by these innovations. Therefore, several implications for
teachers through reflective practice and professional development as the influential factors
constructing beliefs, teacher beliefs can be modified or changed.
The implications for teachers are mentioned as follow:
Be open to new information and various conditions. As open-minded teachers, we
will easily reflect on our classroom practices, to learn new things, and to reconstruct
our beliefs.
Conduct self-reflection, such as keeping a teaching journal or self-report regularly.
Ask other people to help evaluating our classroom practices, such as asking
feedback from our students at the end of instructional unit or course, or asking our
colleagues or supervisor to observe us then giving comments based on the
observation results.
Attend in-service courses, conferences, seminars, or workshops and read recent
research articles related to ELT to open our minds and broaden our knowledge.
Do not be afraid to implement new teaching approach, teaching strategies, and
materials.
Conduct classroom investigation/research to examine problems and find solutions
CONCLUSION
The growth of research in educational research and teacher education have focused
their attention to contribution of individual teachers in the process of their teaching. It is
believed that in any classroom practices teachers conduct, there are always reasons behind
them that determine their successful teaching.
s and
the results of self-making and
instructional preferences. Beliefs serve as filters to new information, as frames to
conceptualize problems related to teachers
matter is beliefs that teachers hold do not always lead teachers to conduct effective
practices. Teachers may also have resistant beliefs so when they are asked to modify or
even change their ways of teaching to new principles, they may struggle with unresolved
conflicts and dillemas. Therefore, teachers should be aware of their own knowledge and
beliefs that lead their classroom practices. Through reflective practice and professional
development, it is expected that teachers can open their minds and enlarge their knowledge
so that they can easily accept any innovations which may be helpful for their classroom
practices. Finally, by being aware of beliefs and their influence to practices, doing some
reflections, and conducting activities related to professional development help teachers to
find out their best ways of teaching for the betterment of their further practices.
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